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MATERIALS: 
1 Skein Super Bulky Yarn* 
P Hook* or even larger to get gauge 
 
GAUGE:  4 sc to 4” approximate  
 
STITCHES: 
 
Chain: ch 
Slip stitch: slst  
Single Crochet: sc 
Single crochet back loop only: scblo 
Double Crochet: dc  
Half Double Crochet Back Loop Only: hdcblo (Cowl variation stitch) 
 
You will be working in the round. Mark the beginning sc stitch of each round in sc 
rounds and the top of the chain 3 (counts as first dc stitch) in dc rounds. Sc 
rounds always chain 1 at the beginning. Remember that a slipstitch and a chain 1 
do not count as stitches.   
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Foundation Chain: Loosely chain approximately 26”  
Join with a slipstitch being careful not to twist your stitches. The foundation chain 
determines the final width of the cowl.  My gauge is 1 stitch = 1”. My foundation 
chain is 26 and my circumference is 26”.  Be sure to check your foundation circle 
by trying it on or your cowl might end up too tight or too loose.  Every stitch will 
make the cowl approximately 1” wider.   
  

 
Write down your foundation number_________ (remember to count after every 
row) 
 
Row 1: Chain 1 sc in first stitch under the back bump repeat around for a total of 
stitches. Join with a slst into first sc (slst is under both loops)  

  
Top of stitch                          Bottom bump  
 
 
Row 2:  Chain 1 scblo in first stitch and every stitch around.  Join with a slst into first sc 
(slst is under both loops)  
 

 
Single Crochet Back Loop Only (SCBLO) 
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Row 3– 4: Repeat row 2 and remember to count your stitches.   
 
Row 5: Chain 3 (this counts as your first dc) dc in next stitch and every stitch around.  
Join with a slst to top of chain 3.   
 
Row 6 – 8:  Repeat row 5 
 
Row 9 – 11:  Repeat row 2 
 
Row 12: Repeat row 2 and finish the row with a slip stitch.  
 
Variation Saranya  
 
For rows 5 – 8: Chain 2 (this counts as first stitch) hdcblo around. Joins with slst to top 
of chain 2.  

 
The finished cowl 

 
* I adore my size P Willette hook in curly maple 
* Pictured Rasta by Malabrigo 
 
Design, pattern and images copyright Amy Stein – 2014.  For information on 
reproducing this design for resale or for distributing this pattern please email 
craftworkrocks@gmail.com   
 
 
 
 


